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Barnhouse Wins in GSA Election;
Presidential Salary Cut to $2400
RQbert BurnsQn

~asically open.''

Law and business student Dolph
Barnhouse won a landslide victory
yesterday in the Graduate Student
Association presidential election.
Barnhouse, collecting 69,5
percent of the vote, swept almost
every department with his greatest
strength coming from a huge law
school vote which was undivided
despite the last minute write-in
candidacy of law student Mike
Finnie.
The final vote was 507 for
Barnhouse, 118 for Finnie and 87
for psychology major Doug Taylor.
Barnhouse,
a 25-year-old
graduate with a degree in German
literatu're, took all but eight votes
of 266 cast at the Jaw school.
Finnie, whose candidacy was
announced Monday, got only two
law school votes.
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Barnhouse carried the votes of
the
Anderson
School
of
Management
Graduate and
Educational Administration ballot
box with 118 votes of 142 votes
cast.
Barnhouse said from the site of
his victory celebration that he was
''thrilled" with his victory. He said
he wants to make the GSA
"credible and effective and

.
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Students also passed a GSA
budget for 1982-83 which included
a cut in the president's yearly salary
from $3890 to $2400.
The controversial salary came in
response to a what members of the
committee who drew up the budget
said was the satisfaction of the GSA
Council with a part-time president.
In
March
the
council
unanimously passed a vote of
confidence for incumbent president
Ellen Foppes, who has been off
campus this semester substitute
teaching at Idaho State University.
The budget also cuts funding for
campus organizations 9 percent.
Finance committee members had
said the cuts were necessary because
of deficits in the GSA word
processing department.
There were 729 ballots cast, the
most ever said Foppes.
Write-in candidate Finnie only
ran strongly in the Health, Physical
Education
and
Recreation
department, taking 48 of 52 votes
cast, with the other four going to
Taylor. Finnie's main supporter,
Keith Sutton, is from HPER.

with six of 12 votes.
Taylor carried no department
and had his strongest showing at
Mitchell Hall, where he received 23
votes while Barnhouse took 28
votes and Finnie, J7,

Finnie also pulled the most votes
at Public Administration, where he
got seven of J3 votes; the GSA
office, with 14 of 25 votes; and
Chemical and Nuclear Engineering,

Ed Snow, Bob Gorman, Mike
Frizzle, Dan Hardy., Swede
Johnson, Norm Ellenberger and
"someone new" each received one
write-in vote.

Dolph Barnhouse

Cabinet-Level Office Representation
Unveiled for WIPP's State Interest
Dorothy Torovlo [top], • PDtNr from At:o,. Puflblo, plllnts •n
E11st11r 11gg with • yucc• brush. Hulv• Sllns•v [bottom] •nJoyssolllfl
f1illd br~~•d on th• m•/1. Both wen. p•nlt:lplltlng In thll ongoing
Nizhoni d•v• on t:~~mpus.

SANTA FE (UPI) A
legislative proposal to create a
cabinet-level oflice to represent the
state's "interests in the Waste
Isolation Pilot Pl&nt project was
unveiled Thursday by Health and
Environment Secretary Dr. George
Goldstein.
The three-member commission,
Goldstein said, would replace the
current Radioactive- Waste Con-

sultation Task Force - another
three-member panel - which he
heads.
Goldstein presented the proposal
to the
interim legislative
Radioactive Waste Consultation
Committee during its first post·
session meeting following the 1982
Legislature.
"I am making the proposal at
this time because of the compelling

Students Offered European Exchange Experience
Carlos M. Morales

European countries on how they
can go about doing it.
Colahan said the Council on
Students interested in working in
Educational
England, Ireland, France or New International
Zeal"nd can obtain ir1formation on Exchange is an organization in New
work programs available in these York City which coordinates
countries at the University of New student summer work exchanges
Mexico Office of International between those European countries
Programs and Services.
· and theUnitedStates.
.. The CIEE made a deal with
Clark Calahan, associate director
at the OIPS, said his office has a these countries to accept an equal
"small library" available to riumber of American students for
students who wish to work in foreign students who wish to work

in the United States,'' Colahan
said.
''The CIEE office does not place
you in a job but they do help you
look for one and they give you a list
of possibilities. lt is really up to the
individual to find a job," he said.

Youth Hosteler's Guide to Europe
which
lists
youth
hostels
throughout Europe and thier costs.

An
International Student
Identification card can also be
purchased through the OJPS for $6
and is good for discounts on
The Council's program is open to transportation, museums and other
students only.
activities in Europe, Colahansaid.
Colahan said the OIPS aiso has
guides to help students find lowThe OIPS is located at 1701
cost accomodations such as the RomaNE.

Sickle- Cell Anemia, Traits· To Be Discussed
A presentation on sickle cell
anemia, sickle cell trait and
hypertension will _be held at the
University of New Mexico today.
Sponsored by the Black Student
Union and the Sickle Cell Council
of New Mexico the presentation
will be held from l t a.m. to :Z p.m.
in the Student Union Building,
room 231-B.
Harriette Watson, health
SUJ?ervisot and Anthony Henry,
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health educator, will be the
speakers. After the presentations
there will testing for sickle cell
anemia, sickle cell trait and screen
for hypertension.

cestry. Sdentists believe the gene
The symptoms of sickle cell
may have developed as a defense anemia cart indude: paleness,
against malaria.
fatigue, shortness of breath, pain in
the arms, legs, back and abdomen,
About one in 10 Afro-Americans loss of appetite, swollen joints and
carry the gene and if two gene a low resistance to colds and in·
carriers marry, each of their fections.
thildren has one chance in four of
There is no cure for sickle cell
inheriting the disease. Statistically,
one in every 400 to 600 Afro· anemia, bm research is underway to
American children has sickle cell provide safe and effective treat-

Sickle cell anemia occurs often
among Afro-Amricans, but is not
confined to them. It also ot:curs
among persons of Atabian, Gteek,
Maltese, Sicilian, Sardinian,
Turkish, , and •.M¢dlt~tr.ap¢an . an~ . 811.emia. ..... , , .... , • i
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importance of the radioactive waste
disposal issue,'' Goldstein said.
"Under the present task force
arrangement, the WIPP project
must compete with other top
priorities of task force members.
"In addition, it is reasonable to
assume that cabinet secretaries
change every four years. The WlPP
project deserves to be the single top
priority of a cabinet-level office."
WJPP is a federal project to
detennine the feasibitity of storing
radioactive waste in shafts drilled
deep into salt beds in southeast New
Mexico near Carlsbad.
Current - task force members
include Goldstein, Highway
Department Administrator J .J.
"Buddy" Hewett, and Energy and
Minerals Secretary Larry Kehoe.
Goldstein said the proposal is his
idea, although he has discussed it
with Gov. Bruce King and Kehoe,
both of whom agree with the
concept.
He presented a seven-page draft
legislative proposal to create the
Office of Radioactive Waste
Disposal, stressing the legislation
was only a Working model designed
to create interest in the concept.
Goldstein also told the legislative
committee, headed by Rep. James
Otts, D-Carlsbad, the new cabinet•
level office would add continuity to
the present task force.
"In my opinion, the most critical
issue we face toward WIPP is
continuity," he said. "l cannot
emphasize enough the necessity for
continuity regarding the state's
involvement in WlPP.
11
Under the present arrangement,
each time there is a change hi
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Runaway River Rascal Topic of Annual Research Lecture

by United Press International

Britain, Argentina Step Up Falklands War Preparations
Britain a.nd Argentina stepped up
war preparations Thursday as
Secretary of State Alexander Haig
rushed to London ami met Prime

Minister Margaret Thatcher in a bid
to defuse the crisis over the
Falkland islands.
Britain bluntiy warned it would

•

I

•

I

sink any Argentine ship tnat
violated its blockade of the islands
beginning Sunday.
War fever swept Argentina as

men lined up to enlist for battle
against the British fleet steaming
toward the Falklands, the British
colony invaded and seized by

staning
Miller High Ute®

Argentina last week.
However, Argentine Foreign
Minister Nicanor Costa Mendez,
arriving in Buenos Aires from New
York, told reporters, "The danger
of war is fading."
He did not elaborate and both
sides issued stern ultimatums as
they prepared for war.
Haig, arriving in London for
talks with Thatcher and new
Foreign Secretary Francis Pym,
said the crisis was "very tense and
very difficult."
Dispatched by President Reagan
to try to avert fighting between
Britain and Argentina, Haig said he
had no "American-approved
solution" to the crisis and would
not formulate one until he had
talked with Thatcher and with
Argentine leaders in Buenos Aires,
where he is flying today.
British officials said Britain
would insist on the withdrawal of
Argentine troops from the
Falklands, a chain of rugged islands
in the icy waters .of the South
Atlantic, 450 miles . off the
Argentil)e coast and 8000 miles
from Britain.
As an arm<!da of about 40 ships
- the largest war fleet assembled by
Britain in 26 years - steamed
towards the Falklands, Defense
Secretary John Nott warned that
Britain "will shoot first" and sink
any Argentine ship entering a 200mile blockade zone around the
islands.
The main British fleet was still
more than two weeks away from
the Falklands but military sources
said the nuclear-powered submarine Superb was already in the
South Atlantic wlth a second
hunter-killer submarine en route.
Yet another British ship, the
luxury liner Canberra, was
requisitioned by the government
and loaded with 2000 crack troops,
including
commandos
and
paratroopers, as it prepared to set
sail to join the fleet.
In Argentina, the military junta
pushed ahead with an airlift of
troops to the islands, shuttling in
Hercules C-130 transport planes
loaded reinforcements.
Argentina
alerted
50,000
reservists and more than 200
volunteers lined up under a bright
sun in downtown Buenos Aires to
enlist.
"We still believe peace will be
maintained, but if they attack us we
will defend ourselves," said Costa
Mendez, arriving home after talks
with Haig in Washington.
Though outnumbered by the
British fleet two ships to one,
Argentine naval sources said they
believed they could win a sea battle.
The British fleet will be operating
"way out of its theatre of
operations" and Argentina will
have air superiority, they said.
The Falklands, a chain of
windswept islands near the bottom
of the world, have been the subject
of a bitter territorial dispute between Argentina and Britain since
1833, when they became a British
colony.
Argentina maintains it inherited
a Spanish claim to the islands,
which are believed to be rich in
petroleum resources.
Several years of negotiations
broke dow11 recently and Argentina
seited the islands April 2 , over•
Whelming a small force of Royal
Marirtes and forcing British Foreign
Secretary Lord Carrington to resign
for failing to foresee the invasion.
Britain, for its part, has vowed to
protect the residents of the islands,
English-speaking descendents of
British stock who want to remain a
part of Great Hritairt.

"'1981 13eer Brewed by Miller Brewing Co .. Milwaukee, Wis.

The British fleet, meanwhile, was
battling gale-force winds as it
steamed past the Azores in the midAtlantic,. at least two weeks away
from the Falklands.
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Huckleberry Finn, the runaway Finn's Humor Today" will begin at
river rascal whose admirers r&nge 8 p.m. in the UNM :Kiva.
from solemn scholars to ad- Admission is free and the public is
venturous adolescents of all ages, invited.
wil) be discussed at the University
Mark Twain's classic account of
of New Mexico Monday.
a
boy'~ escapades on the Mississippi
Hamlin L. Hill, professor of
English and American studies, has River is not the same book it was in
been selected to deliver the 1982 'the 1880s, says Hill, a leading
Annual Research Lect11re, the scholar of American humor and an
expert on Twain,
highest honor bes.towed on a UNM
faculty member.
"Huckleberry Finn changes
Hill's talk on "Huckleberry every time you read it," Hill says,

"It changes for generations of
readers, as well as for individuals
who see new insights and depths as
they mature.

"I think any work of literature is
at least in part a mirror for the eyes
thitare looking at it, and this book
is especially in that category, so that
what we see reflected back is out of
our imaginations, our circumstances.''

Holder of a doctorate from the
The book retains its pop1Jiarity in University of Chicago, Hill has

Protest Set for Professor's Defense
Robert Bumson

Page
confirmed
rumors
provost office today to express their
angst about the possible firing of yesterday that some of his students
A group of students plan to assistant English professor Peter were planning a trip to Provost
converge on the University's Page.
McAllister Hull's office at 2:30
p.m. to voice their concern over his
possible firing.
Page, the assistant director of the
composition program, said concern
ove.r his possible firing arose
because of the inordaninant lenght
of time it has taken the University
An outstanding chemist, teacher, UNM chemistry department this to decide on whether to grant him
author and science policymaker will spring are Professor !Caren Morse tenure.
Page, who has taught at UNM six
speak at the University of New of Utah State University, Aprill6;
Mexico Monday as part of the Dr. S. S. Srinivasan of Los Alamos years, said the students who
UNM-Sandia
Laboratories National Laboratory, April23; Dr. planned the protest were from his
Colloquium•Series.
Lee Radziemski, also :>f .LANL, American Realism class.
Hull would not comment on
Dr. George Claude Pimentel, April 30; and Professor Gary Keck
Page's future at UNM.
director of the Laboratory of of the University of Utah, May 7.
Chemical Biodynamics at the
University of California at
Berkeley, will speak at 3 p,m, in
room 101 of the chemistry building.
The public is invited to attend.
"Infrared Induced Chemical
Reactions: Mode Selectivity?'' will
be Pimentel's topic.
After three years as deputy
director of the National Science
Foundation, Pimentel came to the
Berkeley lab in 1980. He has been a
member of the school's chemistry
faculty since 1949.
Pimentel's research has centered
on the application of spectroscopic
methods to the study of unusual
chemical bonding, A major contibution was the development and
exploitation of the matrix isolation
method for the spectroscopic
detection of highly !Instable
molecules.

Former NSF Leader To Talk
For UNM-Sandia Colloquium

His work led to the design of an
infrared spectrometer used in the
Mariner spacecraft. Pimentel and
his students also discovered the first
chemically pumped laser and other
chemically pumped vibrational and
rotational lasers that provide stateto-state kinetic information.
He has received outstanding
teachers awards, a Guggenheim
fellowship and awards from the
American Chemical Society and
others. He is a member of the
National Academy of Sciences and
in 1980 received a distinguished
service medal from the National
Science Foundation.

part because it contains elements,
like a quest for indentity and a
sense of alienation, th&t also
char!\cterize contemporary fiction,
says Hill, chairman. of the English
department. He adds that modern
readers are more comfortable than
Twain's contemporaries with his
sardonic humor and the mixture of
comedy and. bleak vision of society.

been a UNM faculty member for 14
years. He is the president of the
Amer.ican
Humor
Studies
Association and in the past ha•
received a Guggenheim fellowship
and Fulbright lectureships.
He is author or editor of 11
books on Twain and co-author of a
widely used textbook on American
humor. Hill received a prize for
best history book written in 1978
and has directed four summer
seminars for college teachers,

Theater Presents 'Salesman'
The Rodey Film Festival will
present, "Salesman," directed
by Albert and David Maysles,
Sunday in Rodey Theatre at the
University .of New Mexico.

their journeY through America.
The 1968 film is a valuable and
sometimes very funny footnote
to contemporary history.
Admission is $2, with
members of La Societe du
"Salesman" is the record of Cinema admitted free. The show
four real-life Bible salesmen and begins at 7:30p.m.

CONCEPTIONS

SOUTHWEST
•

••

Friday Happy Hour
2-7p~
Live Music Featuring:

Others scheduled to speak at the

Bill Miller on Keyboards

Brass Quintet
To Perform
In Keller Hall

2 for 1 Draft Beer

The NeW Mexico Brass Quintet
will perform as part .of the
University of New Mexico music
department's Keller Hall Series,
Monday at 8:15p.m. inKeUerHall.

We have the largest selection of draft beers· in the UNM area:
Coors, Coors Light, Miller, Miller Ute.

The 'group will perform music
ratlgillg from 16th century music to
music just written this year for the
New Mexico Brass Quintet.

Dos Equis, Hermann joseph.
House Wines: Paul Masson Burgundy, Rose and Chablis

as long as you're eating.•
Bottled Beers: Molsoh Gold, Molson Ale, Grolsch, Lowenbrau Light, Lowenbrau Dark,

The group features Jeffrey Piper
and Deborah Baer on trul)lpels,
l'amela Halverson on horn, David
Porter on tuba and Karl Hin•
terbichler on trombone.

•You must be 2 t and be able to prove it.

New Hours: 8am·1 Opm

Tickets are $2 for general ad·
mission, $1 for faculty/staff and
senior citizens and SO cents for • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
students.·
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DOONESBURY

Tal Es La Vida

7HISHA (if?e.4T

by John E. Ames, Department of English
"I became at !lnce a man, and did what all we
grown men dtJ when face to face with suffering and
injustice: 1 preferred to see them." - from Swann's
Way, Marcel Proust
Lawyer Flo Dennedy, in a more playful moment,
once offered this assessment ofthe modern American
situation:
"We are living such lies in this country, and allowing
such lies to be put out in our name, that we purchase
the products that make the multimillion-dollar
propagandizing possible, You are funding viole~ce
every time you pay a federal tax; and you are fundmg
the perpetuation of an atmosphere in which violence
will obtain every time you purchase a heavily advertised product."
Now, old Flo was just subtly warning us: it'.s going
to become increasingly more difficult for some of us
educated liberals to enjoy our rightful slice of the
American Pie, what with the growing herds of starving, displaced or environmentally poisoned people
who stare at us resentfully while we eat it.
Accordingly, we who care about appearances and
sound digestion need to find some means of making it
easier to live our genteel lies, some way to "defend the
indefensible," to borrow an apt phrase from forfller
British police chief George Orwell . Hell, nobody likes
to live with stress.
This defense of the indefensible is easier to accomplish than one might think, What the government
can do, the individual can do. I've come up with three
simple linguistic rules to help anyone tell it like it isn't,
Like Melville's Bartleby, one can "prefer not to" prefer not to see what is in fact right there in front of
oneself.
RULE NUMBER ONE: Master the principle of
vanishing agency, Formulated by linguist Julia P.
Stanley., this principle Includes "rules of the language
which have evolved in order to make it possible for
writers and speakers to construct entire sentences in
which there. is no agent ('doer of the action') for the
actions described."
Few things are more exciting to Americans than
"missing agents" (remember JFK's love for James
Bond?l. Citing this example from a popular textbook:
"The great difficulty, of course, is in deciding how
much information need be protected and in setting
standards to define what may be kept secret and for
how long," Stanley says about the emphasized
words: "We have no idea who has decided that
something is difficult, who, decides what someone
will protect, who will set standards, who will keep
which secrets from whom."
Ms. Stanley is thus describing an ideal idiom for us
moderns: a fascist but friendly prose which creates an
appeal to a godlike universal consensus which, of
course, represents us all. Two more examples should
suffice: "The Watergate tapes were erased" and "The
athlete's transcripts were altered." Note how easily
we dispense gramm·atically with "by whom?" As
Thoreau advised: "Simplify, simplifyl Life is frittered
away by details."
RULE NUMaER TWO: Afwaysoptforaphrase over
a concrete word. "The attraction of this way of

SCJ/00/.., KING I

writing," reminds Orwell, "is that it is easy. It is easier
- even quicker, once you have tl1e habit- to say ,in
my opinion it is a not unjustifiable assumption
that, .. , than to say, I think.
In addition to saving much mental effort, phrases
serve an even more useful function: they don't create
mental images, and anyone who has seen what Dow
Chemical's napalm does to a child's skin can appreciate this feature. In a recent issue of Harper's, a
churlish writer named (.3ene Lyons included the
following description of the Pentagon's latest 'binary'
nerve gas (quietly being stockpiled all over the nation
so that we can sleep more soundly at night):
"Nerve gas kills everything with a nervous system:
women children, cats and dogs, rabbits in the fields
and birds in the tr!leS ... every muscle in the body
contracts and cannot relax. Outward symptoms are
intense sweating, mucus clogging the bronchial
passages, loss of vision, simultaneous and uncontrollable vomiting and defecation, convulsions,
paralysis, and finally, inability to breathe."
Military literature, . in contrast, more reassuringly
refers to "collateral eHects." More manly and
reasonable on the same subject is Lieutenant Colonel
Charles Bay; "Collateral effects, if one is really
concerned about them, may be minimized through the
careful application of target-analysis procedures,"
RULE NUMBER THREE: Perfect the use of
dehumanizing images. In December 1946 the United
Nations Assembly - over the vehement protests of
the USA- adopted a resolution recognizing genocide
as a "crime under international law." By 197B, more
than eighty nations had ratified this resolution.
America is among a minority of countries which have
had the courage and foresight to forego such
ratification.
The reason should be obvious to anyone capable of
appreciating Hitler's misunderstood brilliance, It is
occasionally necessary, as Telford Taylor reminds us
in the March 28 New York Times Book Review, for a
dominant culture to shape "dehumanized images of
its vi.ctims" or to analogize ''the victimized group to a
cancer or bacillus that must be eradicated completely."
Thus AI Haig on Central America; "We must
contain, then eliminate the growing cancer of
Communism." Or Spiral Agnew's proposal to
"separate the protest leaders from our society with no
more regret than We should feel over discarding rotten
apples from a barrel.'' And former Marine Sergeant
Scott Camil comments on a typical action in Vietnam
as the Proud Few shot and tortured a Vietnamese
woman, including ramming an entrenching tool up her
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AAA Offers Services to Travelers
RamonaNye
Auto clubs offer many advantages to travelers on
the road and away from home. One of the largest auto
clubs, with a nationwide membership of 22 million, is
the American Automobile Association, also called
Triple-A (AAA).
AAA was founded in 1902 with the pUrpose of
dealing with the problems early motorists had. AAA is
organized to provide protection and service to
members.

v;~gina:

INTERVIEWER: Did the men in your outfit seem to
think it was alright to do anything to the Vietnamese?
CAMIL: It wasn't like they were humans .•. They
were agook.
Good luck in your own eHorts to perfect nonspeech. In time, you, too, should be able to "make the
world go away." Then you can settle back, open a
Perrier, and enjoy the Good Life.

One of the advantages of being a AAA member is
the access to the many publications produced by
AAA. It has 22 tour books and each book covers a
different part of the U.S. Included in the tour books
are the approved hotels and motels rated for quality by
AAA on a one· to five-diamond system.

Letter

Bingaman Defended
Editor:
At last we have a candidate for U.S. Senate who Will tell us
exactly where he stands on the issues. When Attorney General Jeff
Bingaman was in the SUB on Monday, he talked to any student who
wanted to know his positions. He offered pages of campaign
literature on issues as specific as WIPP, abortion, women's rights
and educational funding. He offered more than just a pamphlet with
a picture of his family.
This is because Bingaman understands complicated issues such
as WIPP cannot be covered in one sentence. Apparently Marcy
McKinley thinks it can. In her letter on Wednesday,. Apri17, she took
one sentence of Bingaman's WIPP stance. McKinleY quoted
Bingaman as saying, "I am not opposed to the establishment of an
underground radioactive waste respository in this state," She left
out the rest of his sentence, "provided it is accomplished within the
limits of the law, and on terms that adequately protect the health,
safety and environmental quality of the people of New Mexico."
Bingaman went on to say, "What I am opposed to is the manner in
which the DOE has dealt with New Mexico, its offidials and its
. .
·
citizens, in connection with WIPP."
Bingaman filed suit against DOE and DOl last May. Before that
time, New Mexico protests had been virtually ignored. Since then,
aingaman's negotiations with the DOE and DOl have led to an increase in sa1ety tests at the WI PP site.
Furthermore, McKinley has igr'lared Bingaman's other
achievements as Attorney General, such as holding down utility rate
hikes,
Overall, Bingaman's campaign is not "lukewarm," as Ms.
McKinley puts it. Bingaman is one of few U.S, Senate candidates
willing to take clear stands on hot issues,
Cindy Schnedar
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"Hotels and motels have to meet the check-list of
requirements set down by the national office
headquarters " said Gale Darrol of the local
Albuquerque' branch of AAA. The exact criteria '!sed
to rate the travel accommodations could not be g1ven
out. Darrel said, "A four-diamond rating ex~eeds
normal requirements in many physical and operational
catagories. A two-diamo~d rating. exc.eeds
requirements in some pl!)'slcal. and. operatwn~l
categories and a one-diamond raung meets the bas1c
.
"
requirements needed for recommenda t 10n.
Recommendations of local hotels are the four-

diamond rated AMFAC Hotel, the Four-Seasons
Classic and the Sheraton Old Town.
"Triple-A is the only auto club that goes into
diamond-ratings with a tourbook," said Datto!.
Other publications produced by AAA include 11
camping guides indicating the location of campgrounds, periods of operation, facilities available
and rates charged. Local, state and United States maps
are also supplied to members. In addition, public
service brochures, covering a wide range of topics
from driving costs to traffic safety are available to
non-members.
Members also have a personal travel planning
service which prepares routings, maps and makes hotel
and motel reservations for individual trips.
The 24-.hour emergency road service is another
benefit provided by AAA. It pays the bill on any kind
of car trouble incurred on the road by members. A
personal travel accident policy, $5000 bail bond
service and $500 theft reward protection are the other
emergency services provided by AAA.
Membership fees are $23 for a "master mem·
bership," which involves the head of a family. A
$16.50 fee is charged for an "associate membership,"
which involves any other members in a household that
has a "master membership." Students possessing an
"associate membership" do not require a ''master
membership" as long as they attend school. An additional $10 is charged for a first-time enrollment fee.
.For more information about AAA, readers can
contact the member relations department at 884-661 J.

Major Airlines Facing Problems
Robert Sanchez
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The major airlines may face serious problems in the
near future while the commuter airlines may be
growing, so say the spokesman for various airlines.
Jim Reed, manager of passenger and freight sales
for American Airlines in AlbUquerque, said some of
the major airlines are forced to lower their ticket prices
to attract passengers. But he added, "Travel has
decreased somewhat because of the economy.
"There will need to be some adjustments. We are
carrying some passenge~s at a los~. Srpall air,lines '?ay
go defunct or the total1~dustr¥ s1ze 1tself \VIP shr1nk.
If some airlines are not m busmess, there w11l be less
overcapacity.''
Reed said that the present economy has kept the

airlines from raising their prices but that deregulation
has helped some, especially in allowing airlines to fly
anyway they want to in the U.S.
Reed said that American Airline's total revenue was
$4 billion last year but the profit was just under two
percent ot that.
"In 1980 we suffered a $120 million loss," he said,
But he said that AA was in far better shape than other
carriers.
One major problem that faces major airlines, Reed
said, was the cost of planes. He said that the new, fuelefficient, !50-seater Boeing 767's cost about $30
million each.
He said that if an airline is to grow, it must add
more planes to its fleet. the used planes cost less, but
continued on pege R-4
are less fuel•efficient.
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Eddie Tafoya
The bicycle in recent years has become one of the most efficient
.
stands against the oppressive arms of the oil companies,
But upon the first mounting of a trusty metal steed, most people
realize that the bicycle transcends the practical modes of transportation and enters into the enjoyable, which nine times out of 10,
seems to be more important,
.
_
The League of New Mexico Wheelmen's annual Tour of the Rio
Grande Valley, a 100-mile bike ride which will start at 6:30a.m. on
April IS is a conglomeration of such people. And anyone who has
particip~ted in any of the 10 annual tours. since 19~3 ~i~l tel! ~ou that
the tour is not only tough and challengmg, but It IS mspmng and
educational.
As you pass through the dew-laden greenery ol" the Rio Grande
Valley, and as you see white and amber rays of misty sunrise falling
over the Sandias, and as you pass through a sleeping Las Lunas or a
just-awakening Belen, you can't help but feel"a certain intimacy with
Albuquerque's back yard even if only for a minute or two. At some
moment on the tour you know that the whole stampede of bicyclists
are Albuquerque natives.
Sure, Albuquerque has the Dukes and the Lobos, and if you're
willing. to extend yourself a bit, Albuquerque has the Gila and the
Pecos. But the Rio Grande Valley at daybreak is something a little
bit different than all that.
As you find your legs burning and wrestling with an everstiffening crankshaft to get up a hill, or as you hear your back gears
click to a quickened crescendo on the descent, it seems that a whole
new dimension of Albuquerque has opened itself up,
The Tour of the Rio Grande Valley (or TORGV, if you will)
started on April I, 1973, and was then called the April Fool's
century.
The only participants of that first tour were about 50 very
dedicated bicyclists. Among them were the founding members of the
New Mexico Wheelmen -Dick Metzler, Bill Wilson, and Don Bliss.
The riders in the 1974 Century increased to about 75 and grew to
about 690 riders in 1980; 705 in 1981; and the ridership is expected to
exceed 1000 this year.
The tour now includes more than just the diehard bicyclist on his
$500 Motobecane, wearing his plastic refler.tive helmet and his skintight cycling outfit. lt also includes the UNM engineering student
with his 1963 one-speed that dad used to ride (with the straight
handlebars and the pedal-backward brakes) and he'll be wearing. the
continued on psgfl R-4
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Bicycling Expanding
Sport- Like TORGV
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from 7 'to 10 p.m. Easy-listening piano music complements the dinnertime atmosphere on. weekday
evenings.
TAVERN A LOUNGE (800 Rio Grande NW) '-Linda Cotton
and Streetlife will be entertaining at the lounge in the
Sheraton Old Town Inn thro\)gh April 24 from 9 p.m.
to I :30 a.m. nightly.

ART SHOWS
ALBUQUERQUE MusEUM - "The Moving Image" is an
exhibition created solely for the purpose of creating
animatec:i films. This show features actual cells from

Bambi, Yellow Submarine and Fantasia.

auth€ntJc ChJn€S€ R€Staw~ant
CLos€ to unm
QUICk S€QVIC€

Sp€ctal Stubmt tunch€s $2.49
ClUTY chid<l'll

~.~

frit!d rin• or

hot & ·sour cahhagl.' & l'riC!d •·icc
(nnd nlso nry clcgnnt dinners)

ll:J0-9 PM
Mon,·Frl.

one ORaqon

5-91101
Sat.-Sun.

NAVAJO ELECTION 1982

April 9, 1982
UNM Student Union Ballroom
3:30pm
Navajo Tribal Chairman
Peter MacDonald
4:00pm
Candidates For
Navajo Tripal Chairman:
Raymond Nakai
Lawrence Isaac
Wilbert Willie
Peterson Zah
Jack Jackson
Each candidate
will answer questions on: education, tribal
government, energy development,
and economic development.
• Voter registration
for Navajo citizens will be available.
Bring your census number and chapter affiliation.
Sponsored by
the UNM Division of Public Administration 277-3312

"Explore" ami "New Town and the Railroad Boom
Years" are continuous exhibitions at the museum. The
former is a kinetic sculpture desisned {or children and
the latter is a historic exhibition of Albuquerque. Hours
are Tuesday through Sunday rrom 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
ALBUQUERQUE UNITEP ARTISTS - "Craftworks IV," a
juried, all-media crafts exhibition open to all craft.
speople in New Mexico, is scheduled for May 1982
through June 1982. All works must be s.ubmittec:i by
April 17 with a fee of $7. For a prospectus write:
Craftworks, P .0. Box 1808, Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87103, or phone 243-0531 or contact The
Downtown Center for the Arts, 216 Central SW. Hours
are Tuesday through Saturday II a.m. to 4 p.m.
MAxWELL MUSEUM OF ANTHROPOLOGY - "Paintings on
Pottery" by Ann and Carl Beam will be exhibited now
through May 2.
"Fiestas of San Juan Nuevo" Ceremonial art from
Michoacan, Mexico will show until September 1982.
Hour~ are Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.;
Saturday, 10 a.m. to4p.m.; and Sunday I to 5 p.m.
TEACHING GALLERy - ''Undergraduate All Media" will
feature works by the UNM art students and wUl be
curated by the art department faculty. The presentation
will run through April 9, The gallery is on the seconc:i
story of the Art building, across from the department
office. Hours are from 8 a.m to 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
HosHOUR GALLERY -Showing now through May I is an
exhibition featuring recent paintings by Tom Stokes.
Gallery hours are Tuesday through Saturday, 12:30 to
5:30p.m.
MARIPOSA GALLERY (113 Romero NW)- "Paintings and
Claywork by Carolyn Bedford and Pamela Messer" is a
new approach and an interesting reciprocation between
the arts of painting and pottery. The show runs through
Aprill6.
MERIDIAN GALLERY (220 Central Ave. SW)- "Works by
Ed Haddaway" is a one-man show by this Meridian
member and includes steel sculptures. The show will
run through April 18. Hours are Tuesday through
Saturday II a.m. to 4 p.m.; and Sunc:iay from I to 4
p.m.
WILDINE GALLERIES (903 Rio Granc:ie Ave. NW) - Now
showing at the Wildine is "Works by Frank
McColloch."
UNM ART MusEUM -Now through April 16 works by
25 candidates for M.A and M.F.A. degrees wUl be on
display. Beginning April!O and running through May
21 will be "Photographs by Bart. Parker." Museum
hours arc Tuesday through Friday, 10 a.m to 5 p.m.
and 7 to 10 p.m.; anc:i weekends, I to S p.m.
WHEELRIOHT MUSEUM (in Santa Fe) - "Tales of the
Season'' is a storyteller of dolls, nativities and pottery
figurines by Helen Corc:iero of Cochiti Pueblo and is on
exhibit until April 29. Hours are Tuesday through
Saturday 10 a.m. to S p.m. and Sunday from I to S
p.m.
NEW MEXICO UNION GALLERIA - Now showing is a
human figuration sculpture exhibit featuring works by
sculptors Ike Davis, Jorge Lovato, Patrick Chavez,
George Matsumoto, Dan Noyes, Tammy Dobos anc:i
Clara Lyle.

AcnviTms

HARRY'S
PLACE
2128 Central SE

Proudly Presents

THE
ILLEGAL
ALIENS
BAND
Tonight 7·10 pm

FREE!
Happy Hour: 4-10 pm
Pitcher of Beer $2.75
Tostados & Salsa .75
Tostados & Queso .75

THEATERS
NUEvo MEXICO SI! - Music of New Mexican History
translated into English is playing at the Tiffany
Playhouse weekends through the end of April. Curtaip
times are 8 p.m. on Friday and Saturday and 3 p.m. on
Sundays. Tic)(et prices are $4; $3 for senior citizens,
children, and students; $3 a person for groups of 10 or
more.
CoMMON PREDATORS This original script by
Albuquerque's John Tuttle is scheduled at the Alley
Theater Southwest now through April 1B. Curtain
times are 8:15p.m. Thursdays through Saturdays and
2:30 p.m. on Sundays. Ticket prices are $4 for the
general public and discounts are available for students
and senior citizens.
SPRINOTIMESPACE - The UNM Theater arts/ dance
division presents its annual faculty-choreographed
dance concert at Rodey Theater .on April9 and 10 at 8
p.m. Tickets for regular performancllS are $4 for the
general public and $3 for senior citizens, students,
UNM faculty and staff.
STEVIE -The Vortex Theater presents this play which is
based on the life and writings of British poetess Stevie
Smith. Showtimes are Fridays through Sundays, April
9 through May 2. Friday anc:i Saturday performamces
will begin at 8 p.m.; Sunday performances are at 2:30,
except for a special Easter show which will be at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $4, $3.50 for students and senior citizens.
For reservations and more information, call the Vortex
at247-8600.
THE PLAY OF DANmL - This 13th century liturgical
drama will be performed by the UNM Opera Studeo,
Sean Daniel, director, and the UNM Early Music
Ensemble, Susan Patrick and Floyd Williams, directors. It will be performed at the St. John's Episcopal
Cathedral, 318 Silver SW. Costs are $5 for general
admission and $3.50 for students, faculty, staff, senior
citizens and Century Club members. The original
costumes in the New York production, which Daniel
was a part of, will be worn.
ANNIE - Based on the ageless comic strip, Annie won the
Tony in 1977 for best musical of the year, the New
York Drama Critics Circle Award, along with seven
Drama Desk awards, and will be in Popejoy Hall on
Tuesday, April 20 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $20, $18, and
$14.
GEMINI, GEMINI - This comedy-drama is the story of a
young man who comes home to south Philidelphia after
attending school in Harvard, and begins to work things
out with his family. This play had a five-year run on
Broadway and is not recommended for children.
Perfromances will be April 22, 23, 24, 28, 29, 30, and
May 1 at 8 p.m. in Rodey Theater. Tickets are $3 for
UNM staff, students and faculty, and $4 for the general
public.
CHILDREN OF A LESSEII. GoD - This play by NeW Mexico
playwrite Mark Medoff is the 1980 Tony, Outer Critics
Circle and Drama Desk Award Winner for best play Of
the season. This play deals with the world of the deaf
and their special problems. The performance is set for
April28, at 8:15p.m. at Popejoy Hall. Tickets are$15,
$13, and$10.

CoWBOY's (3301 Juan Tabo alvd. NE) - Friday and
Saturday night the country music sounds of The
Moon pie Dainse Band are heard.
DANBI's (2900 Coors NW) This weekend,
Albl!querque's premiere jazz club presents Fank
Chewiwi. Music begins at 8:30p.m.
FRAIR'S NOII.TH (4410 Wyoming NE) - Accent plays
contemporary rock music for listening and dancing on
Friday and Saturday night beginning at 9 p.m.
FRIAR'S PuB (6825 Lomas NE)- The modern rock sound
of 505 is featured both on Friday and Saturday night,
GmRALTER's (4800 San Mateo Blvd. NE) - Modern
rock, top 40 music by The Clues will be featured
through the end of next week. Music starts at 9 p.m. on
both Friday and Saturday night.
THE GoLDEN INN (Golden, take highway 14 toward the
Crest) - On Saturday, April 10, Huey Lewis and the
News will be at the Golden Inn. Tickets are available
through Giant ticket outlets.
GRAl!AM CENTRAL STATION (3301 Juan Tabo) - Friday
night is country night at Graham and Saturday night is
disco night. Wednesday nights are drink-and-drown
night with 25-cent well drinks from 7 to 9 p,m.
pALOMINO CLUB - The Riding Shotgun will begin playing
country music at 9 p, m. on both Friday and Saturday
nighi.
THE SYNDICATE (2225 Wyoming NE) - Folksinge~ and
guitarist Debbie Brown is featured for dinner music

KUNM RADIO SCHEDULE

Stations on the AM dial:
KRKE
KDAZ
KOB
KQEO

KKIIIIi

610
730
770
920
1000

KDRM

11!50

KXKS
KABQ
KRZV

1190
1350
1450

KAMX

1500

KZIA

1580

Country music, news
Contemporary Christian music
Middle of the road, news
Oldies
Christian music and programs
Easy listening, middle of road
Beautiful music
Spanish Radio
Country music
!15XI Top40
News, talk shows

ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
• PRESENTS•

MARILYN CHAMBERS
IN

.INSATIABLE
WINNER OF SEVEN (7) EROTIC AWARDS

Including Best Picture

1981

THE ASUNM ·FILM CoMMITTEE will present the following

students 1.50
others 2.00

RATED X

SUB Theater
fri-&-sat
7-9:15·11 :OOpm

films this week in the SUB Union Theater:

Insatiable- Starring Matilyn Chambers in her latest XMonday:

Raices - Latino music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Monday Night Drama,
10 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Tuesday:

Home of Happy Feet- Folk-Bluegrass music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Wednesday:

Homecookin'- Blues music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Thursday:

The Light That Jazz Lit- Jazz music,
7 p.tn, to 10 p.m.
Friday:

Jazz Alive!,
7p.m. to9p.m.

Rock Quarry- Rock music,
9 p.m. to midnight
An Hour of Eating- New Wave music,
Midnight to 1 a.m.

Hot Lix- Rock 'n' Roll Oldies,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Soul Set- Soul music,
10 p.m. to 1 a.m.

NIGHT ENTERTAINMENT
BooAJtT's (Montgomery Plaza) -This weekend features
contemporary rock and oldies by Ole Scratch in the
upstairs lounge and downstairs it's music by Trouble.
Music starts at 9 p.m. Monc:iay through Friday.
CARAvAN EAST (7605 Central NE) - Larry Tric:ier begins
playing at 5 p.m for cocktail hour; Whiskey River
furnishes music for dancing at 8 p.m.
CHELSEA STREET PUB {Coronado Center) - Easylistening folk music by Steve O'Neal will be featured
. through the end of ApriL Music, contests and drink
specials all start at 9 p.m.

KELLER HALL SERIES - Spectacular VIII, presented by
the UNM Collegiate Singers, with John Clark directing,
is an entertainment extravaganza presented by the
Southwest premier show group. It is scheduled for
April 16 and 17 at 8:15p.m. Tickets are $4 for the
gener~:~l public and $3 for faculty/staff, students, senior
citizens and Century Club members.
THE NEW MEXICo SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA - Alichi De
Larrocha will be performing with The New Mexico
Symphony Orchestra on Friday and Saturday April 9
and 10 at Popejoy Hall. Tickets are available through
Ticketmaster and are $6.35, $7 ,85, $8.60, for students
and $8.70, $10.60, $11.60, and $13.60 for the gen~ral
public,
On April 13 at 8:1.5 p.m., Alichi De Larrocha will giv~
a solo performance in Popejoy Hall. Tickets are $5 .60,
$6.60, and $7.60 for students and $6.60, $8.60, and
$10.60 for the general public.
RoSALIE SORRELS AND UTAH PmLIJPS - The two Will pair
up in concert singing traditional American folk music
Aprill6 at Woodward Hall at 8 p.m. Ticket prices <Ire
$5 general admission and are available at the Bookstop,
3500 Central, or at the door.

MOVIES

Saturday:
TALENT SHoW - is sponsored by SUB Noontime
.Entertainment and will hold its competition from noon
until 1 p.m. every Wednesday Until April ~1. Prizes
include a paid performance at UNM's spring Fiesta
April22-25. For more information, call277-2328.
THE SUBWAY STATION -On Friday night, The Black
Stuc:ient Union will sponsor a dance to b~nefit the New
Mexico Sickle Cell Council. On Saturri'ly night the
Subway Station will hold a dance withJan:s Unlimited
providing the music. Admission is $2 for st·1c:ients and
$3 for general public, anc:i both dances run from 9 p.m.
to 12:30 a.m.
TilE UNM INTERNATIONAL FoLK DANCE CLUB ·- meets
every Tuesday evening at the north end of tht second
floor of the SUB. Advancec:i dancers meet fror.1 6 to 7
p.m.; beginning to intermediate dancers meet fr:~m 7 to
8:15 p.m.: and open dancing is from 8 to '0 p.m.
Admission is 50 cents a person and teaching is available
for beginners.
SCRABBLE PLAYERS CLUB No. 129- meets Tueldays at 7
p.m at Joa-.Joa's Place, 5000 Central SE. Admission is
$1 for each person.
WA<JON WHEELs SQtJAltEDAN'CE Cum -meets Thursdays
f(Orn 1 to 9 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom. Thc~re is a live
caller; refreshments ate provic:ied.
UNM BALLROOM DANcli Cum - meets every Friday
night at 7:30 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom. Eweryone is
irtvitec:i. The club offers free mini-lessons at the start of
each session. There is a $1 charge for non-members;
membership fee for the rest of the setltesterls $3.
THE BROAPWAY JAZZ CLUB meets Fridays and
Saturdays at 8 p. m in the in the Tamarind Restaurant
in the Galleria. This week's music will be provided by
the Charlie Summons Blues Band. Membership is $30
anually.
CHEss CLUB - Anyone interested in the game of chess is
irtvited to join this newly formec:i clubs .that focuses on
playing chess for fun and relaxation as well as
ueveloping indiviuual skills. The dub meets on
Thursdays at 2:30 in room 253 of the SUB.

CONCERTS

Sunday

Something Classic - Classical music,
11:30a.m. to 5:30p.m.
Orient Express- International Folk music,
5:30p.m. to7p.m.
Singing Wire - Native American music,
7 p.m. to 9:30p.m.

rated romp. Showtimes are at 7, 9:15 and l1:30 p.m.
Friday and Saturday,
Films .of Jean Vigo -All four of Vigo's films from the
1920's-1930's: Zero for Conduct, L 'Atalante, A
Propos de Nice and Taris. Showtime is at 8 p.m.
Wednesday.
Young Torless- This 1966 film by Volker Schlondo~ff
has been cited as a catylist of the 'New Gennan
Cinema.' It is a stury on the concept of morality
centering on a boarding school student who becomes a
witness to a series of sadistic experiments practiced on a
blackmailed classmate.
UP IN SMOKE - Showing at the South Broadway Cultural
Center, i025 Broadway SE. at 3:30 p.m. daily from
April 15-19 with a 7:30p.m. showing April 17 free of
charge.
FRENCH FILM FESTIVAL -Films shown at Don Pancho's,
$1 admission charged for general admission:
Un Etrange Voyage- April9 at 2 p.m.
Le Poni Du Nord- April9 at 4 p.m.
SIX JAPANESE DIRECTORS -A comparative survey of six
Japanese directors starts Friday and Saturday with
Gate of Hell by Teinosuke Kinugasa at 7 and 9 p.m. at
. the Rising Sun Media Arts Center in Santa Fe.
Admission is $3 or $14 for all six films in the series,
which includes a free bath at the Ten Thousanc:i Waves
in Santa Fe.
CAT PEOPLE - Far North, Louisiana Blvd.
CHARIOTS OF FIRE - Wyoming
THE CHINA SYNDROME -Don Pancho's (April 14-IS)
CLASH OF THE TITANS - Los Altos Twin, Montgomery
Plaza
DEATHTRAP-'Winrock
EASTER PARADE- Don Pancho's (Aprilll-13)
FANTASIA- Highlanc:i
HARDLY WORKING- Eastdale
THE KIDS ARE AI.ruo!IT -Don Pancho's (April9-10)
A LITTLE SEX~ Montgomery Plaza
MODERN PROBLEMS - Eas!da)e
NEIL SIMoN's I 0UOHT To BE IN PICTURES- Far North,
Montgomery Plaza, Wyoming
ON GoLDEN PoND -Cinema East, Louisiana Blvd.
PoRKY's -Lobo, Louisiana Blvd.
QUEST FOR FIRE- Coronado Four
RAIDERS OF THE LosT ARK - Cinema East
RICHARD PRYOR, LIVE ON SUNSET STRIP - Coronado
Four
RoBIN HooD -Far North, Win rock
SILENT RAoE- Coronado Four, Far North
SoME KIND OF HERO -Coronado Four, Far North
STEVIE -The Guild
DR. STRANOELOVE- Donl?ancho's (April 14-lS)
VICTOR 1VICTORIA- Los Altos Twin
THE WIZARD OF Oz - Don Pancho's (Aprilll • 13)

LAS VEGAS NIGHT
Friday, April 9, 8-12pm
UNM Faculty Club
(on Roma behind Scholes Hall)
Crop Tables
Roulette Wheel

Block Jock
Wheel of Fortune

BEER & MIXED DRINKS
Drawing for Los Vegas Trip
Airline tickets donoted by
Western Airlines
Hotel Accommodolions donated by
Morino .Hotel

Raffle and Prizes at the end of the night
Sponsored by:
Delto Sigmo Pi
Professional Dusiness Fraternity

.
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GOLDEN INN
&KWXL
Welcome
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HUEYand the
LEWIS
NEWS
&

The Planets

Stations on the FM dial:

KLVT

KANW
KUNM
KRST
KOB
KWXL
KHFM

KZZX
KKJV

KF.IIIiG

88.3
89.1
90.1
92.3
93.3
94.0
96.3

!19.0
100.0
108.0

Contemporary Christian music
Disco
Public Radio -Jazz Blues Folk
Country
Contemporary easv listening
(94 Rock) Album oriented rock
Classical
Adult contemporary top 40
Beautiful music
lllias&.appeal album.oriehtad rock

M:ertt•ilc)n 101 {~ pobllshtd weekly by the: New Me11lco DillY Lo-bo as a
suplcmcnl to its daily ~ubllcatloll schedule. RrtmUon 101 and _the New MexiCo
u 1 Uy Lobo are no! financially associated with the-Unh·ersity ofNewMe:dco.
Opinions CX!'ItCsscd hi RftrtiUOn 101 ate ·those or the 11Uthor ~OI~Iy. Nothing
ptinted iM Rtcttailon 101 n_eccssai'ily represents the views tlfthe Univl!rsity of New
MexicO'.
All submissions to: RccrntiOn 101 become the prOperty ot the New· Medc:o
btlly Lobd and wllf-becdltcd (orlcnglh atid libeiOU$ cnnte'nt,
RKteallon 101 ~ditbrial Staff:
Managlng·l!dlta~ , •••• ~~,, •••• , •..• , •• ~ ••• , ••.••••••••••• ,., .Robert Sanchet:
Stnrr l\5slstil!lt • , •• , • , , ...... ., , • , , ....... ,, ........... , , .... EddieTafo~a
Photography ~dlior .... , , •••.•••••••••••••• , •••••., ••••.••••••• DIU Wechter
Oraphks Olrector .••••.•• , •• , ••••• , , •• , .••••• , , • , ••••••• Duane McGregor
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Saturday - April 10
8pm
-Tickets $6.00Tickebl available at Glallt Ticket OUtlets. For lllOI'e information eaU • 243-3108 or the Golden Inn • 281-9994
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Doctors, Lawyers To Meet at lJNM
For Workshop on Ethical Problems

-Airlines
continued frompege R-1
Reed said that some airlines were affiliating
themselves more with commuter airlines or are turning
to intrastate travel themselves to help make up the
losses. He said that although the major airlines will be
turning toward commuters to try to keep in business,
currently, the major airlines offer no competition for
the commuter airlines.
John Walters, president of Sun West Ail'lines, a
commuter airline working out of Phoenix and.
Albuquerque w!Jich covers t!Je entire state of New
Mexico, said that the small, regional carriers are in
better shape than the major airli11es,
"The jets require longer (distances) to be efficient,"
Walters said. Therefore, major airlines can nat serve
small communities, he said,
He said that in 1980, the economy "started turning
sour and the major airlines started to cut fares
dramatically. They've really been hurting. You have to
match the competitor's fare."
He said that most commuter airlines are monopolies
and therefore do not have to deal with competitors.
However, he said, the threat of competition is there.
He agreed with Reed that deregulation has helped
commuters.

"I have seldom heard a train go by and not wished I
was on it. Those whistles sing bewitchment: railways
are irresistable bazaars, snaking along perfectly level
no matter what t!Je landscape and never upsetting your
drink."
Paul Theroux,

The Great Railway Bazaar
The automobile is one part of the American dream
that came true. Unfortunately, it may have been at the
expense of a much more romantic mode of transportation: the train.
Imagine the scene:
Summer vacation, somewhere around the third
grade. Dad checks the oil while mom tosses pillows
into the back seat for a vacation that, filtered through
the sieve of memory, amounts to an unforgettable
blend of hot station wagon vinyl and games of "auto
bingo," with the definition of bliss being a stop at
"Stuckey's" for a hamburger and fries in the true
tradition of fast food.
What's more, mom and dad have complete
monopoly over the air conditioner and radio a.nd the
entire vacation is punctuated with whines from little
sister. "Arc we there yet?," "I have to go to the
bathroom" and "scoot aver," she whines.
Sound familiar?
How very different this is from travel by
locomotive. A trip on a train is a rythmic noisy adventure that can pass through territories where no
highways touch. A look out the window reveals the
back pockets of American scenery, profiles of
mountain ranges, and patchWork farmland that one
could never encounter traveling on the main asphalt
arteries of the country.
What's mote, there is a noticeable lack of billboards
along the right-of-way.
Inspiration abounds aboard trains. Maybe it's the
motion, the shuffling of wheels on tracks that relates
to a human heartbeat.

Ei/Me Vilughh

Some Kind of Hero
The country's hottest comedian
has returned to the screen, this time
to prove he is also the greatest
actor.
Richard Pryor truly displays his
talent in "Some Kind of Hero," a
dramatic comedy that touches a
rorgottcn issue - the return of
American prisoners of war.
Pryor's success is due to the way
he portrays the character, making
him a real man with real emotions
dealing with real problems.
Pryor plays the part of Eddie
Keller, a draftee in the U.S. Army
whose luck runs out with his
freedom,
While on his first mission in
Vietnam, he is captured and held in
a prison camp. Eddie keeps his wits
about him along with his faith in
America and survives the grueling
captivity.
... !NIJ~~ ~<?IJI.i!lt~!il.l~ .s~t ~orse, but
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He also agreed that some major airlines would
affiliate themselves with successful commuters to help
their financial situations but "they are not about to go
out and buy small. airplanes. They've found what their
niche is.''
Walters said he did not think this would happen in
the Albuquerque area.
One thing that helps commuters do better than the
major airlines, Walters said, was the government
subsidies given to commuters who will travel to a town
that would not otherwise get air service, He said that
Sun West receives $20,000 a month for four flights a
day between Gallup and Albuquerque and twa flights
a day between Gallup and Phoenix.
"Sun West grew 500 percent last year," he said.
"But the rate of increase of costs is declining. It is
increasing by only six to seven percent a year." In
prior years the increase has been as much as 15 per·
cent, he said.
Walters .added that the present oil glut is temporary
but that it has not lowered the cost of aviation fuel one
penny. The prices will co.ntinue to rise re~Jardless of the
glut, he said.

Trains Unique, Romantic Travel
Elizabeth Cohen
Joe Caveretta

Lauren Miller

Jimmy Rogers wrote most of his songs while
working for the railroad. People like Woody Guthrie
and John Steinbeck have train imagery in a lot of their
work.
Train travel offers the opportunity to make same
real friends.
People who travel by train are generally in less of a
hurry and don't mind telling you their life stories while
the miles roll away. Retired couples from Minnesota
and younger folks from all over, take the time to see
America by train "while there still is a chance."
Porters who have worked an the same line far 30 years
are more than happy to fill you in on the details and
history of the places that sometimes pass by all too
quickly.
The train itself is a marvel: an example of craftsmanship long gone, fixtures carved out of solid steel
that still function 50 years later, ingeniously designed
sleeper compartments that are spacious and offer all
the amenities not to be found in any other mode of
travel, a steel beast so heavy that approximations of its
weight are unfathomable.
Train travel in the United States, although fading
fast, is still available. Amtrak offers daily service to
San Francisco and to Chicago on the Southwest
Limited.
Both trips cost about $ISO. Within New Mexico,
there are lines to Lamey, Las Vegas, Raton and
Gallup.
For the more adventurous, there is the Aztec Special
that leaves Juarez every morning for Mexico City.
Train travel in Mexico still prospers.
Many of the small villages that the Special passes
through are accessable only by rail. The trip costs
about $175 but due to the recent devaluation of the
peso, the price drops every few weeks.
All along the line, in major cities and in Mexico
City, connections can be found to most every part of
the country, even to Guatemala.
For information regarding train travel in the U.S.,
call the Amtrak office in Albuquerque at 842-9650. In
Juarez, the number of Ferrocarriles Nacionales de
Mexico is 2-32-68.

Eddie proves to be a survivor, with
the help of his easy-going manner
and ability to laugh at cruel
disappointments.
Eddie's sincere humanity surfaces when a fellow POW becomes
very ill and he signs a confession in
exchange for medical attention for
his buddy.
Six years later, Eddie's faith pays
off. He's going home, not knowing
what devastation awaits him.
On the return trip, Eddie learns
he is the father of a six-year-old
daughter, which makes him anxious
to be home.
But things are not What he
thinks. when the moment of truth
arrives, Pryor evokes emotion,
tugging on the heart of every
compassionate person in the
audience as Eddie reacts to the news
or the events which have occurred
during his absence.
After telling his beautiful wife
Rich11rrl
Prvor
st11rs
in how much he loves her, she comes
Pllfllmount Plctulas ·Some Kind back With the news. She has fallen
qf ~e,o.
. ............... in. lov.e with an<>.ther .man, .whom

continu&d from ptJge R· 1
top of an old sweatsuit and the same pair of Levi's that lle weafs to
school.
So in addition to being challenging, healthy and educational, Y~U
learn the geography of the Rio Grande Valley, and also semantics
.
(i.e. a true and deeper meaning of the word "hill."~·
The tour is inspiring and is a social event. R1dmg With 999 other
bicyclists for 100 miles is a great way to make friends. And the tour
is also cost efficient.
For a relatively small entry fee of $4, each cyclist will receive a roll
and cup of coffee from the Frontier Restaurant, fruit and snacks
along the way, a cold can of fruit juice at each of the two rest stops
along the way and Sag Wagon service for bike parts, repairs, human
and bicycle transportation.
.
.
. . .,
Participants will also receive water bottle refills, f1rst rud, 1f 11 s
needed, and a commemorative patch and water bottle,
The tour starts from the corner of Central Avenue· and Cornell
Drive and then heads south and east towards Belen via Washington
Street, Zuni Road, San Mateo and Gibson boulevards, Broadway,
Rio Bravo Road and Isleta Boulevard, which in essence is south·
bound New Mexico Highway 85,
The route repeatedly crosses the Rio Grande and passes through
Las Lunas, Belen, Isleta Pueblo and finally back to Albuquerque
where the accomplishment is celebrated with a dutch-treat dinner at
Coronado Center's Wyatt's Cafeteria.
I.f you say to yourself, "I 00 miles in 12 hours, sounds pretty damn
tough," you're proboably right. If it wasn't tough, half the reason
for doing it would be lost.
But if you don't feel like cranking out 100 miles at once, shorter
pilgrimages of 78 and 50 miles will be plotted out. All you have to do
to take advantage of these shorter routes is to make a turn at the
marked place.
Out of 705 riders last year, 442 (82 female and 340 male) com·
pleted the 100-mi!e course, taking anywhere from four-and-a-half to
14 hours to do so.
As stated before, the Tour of the Rio Grande Valley is exciting,
challenging, inspiring, and cheap, but mostly it's fun. And with the
momentum the tour has gained since its conception, moving from
relative obscurity in 1973 to the biggest annual bicycle event in the
state, the TORGV will be something one will be pround to have had
accomplished.
Applications can be picked up and submitted at almost any ~icycle
shop in the city. More information can be obtained by cantactmg the
League of New Mexico Wheelmen.

The New Mexico bioethics
communi!)' wiil have its first chance
to meet at a bioethics workshop
May 21·23 at t)ie University of New
Mexico Law School.
The workshop is cosponsored by
the Hastings Center in New York,
University of New Mexico Schools
of Law and Medicine, and the State
of New Mexico Bar Association.
A $90 fee is required. Four meals
are included in the cost and dormitory rooms will be available, says
UNM Associate Professor of Law
Robert Schwartz.
The program is designed to
provide individuals interested in
ethical problems of the professional

and medical fields a chance to
communicate
and exchange
viewpoints,
. "Six of the lead speakers will
come from the Hastings Center,
·which is just outside New York
City. It is certainly the premier
bioethics research center in the
country, probably in the world.
They do extraordinarily high
quality work, and their publication
is, I think, the single best bioetllics
public~tion," says Schwartz.
Traditionally, • the
Hastings
Center's annual meetings have been
held near New York City. For the
first time, this year, they selected
Albuquerque because they felt there
was signifi¢ant interest in the
southwest area, he said. ·

, Invitations have been ~en! to all
7000 members of the Hastings
Center around the country, all.3000
members of the New Mexico State
Bar, all doctors in New Mexico,
and all UNM faculty.
Topics to be discussed at the
workshop are: Human Subjects
Research: The New Federal
Regulations and Persistent Ethical
Dilemmas; Aging: Ethics and
Public Policy; Changing Relations
of Health Care Professionals; Cults
and
Coercive
Persuasion;
Allocation of Scarce Resourses:
Can we afford high technology
medicine for e"eryone? Bioethics
and the Family; Problems in
Occupational Health; and Death
andoying.

UNM Professor to Receive French Honors
University of New Mexico
French • Professor Claude-Marie
Senninger will receive a high French
government academic honor
Wednesday in a ceremony at the
Museum of Albuquerque.
French Consul General JeanClaude Moreau of Los Angeles will
confer the Officier des Palmes
Academiques upon Senninger at the
ceremony, which will also be hosted
by UNM President . William E.
"Bud" Davis, Albuquerque Mayor
Harry Kinney and Alliance
Francaise d' Albuquerque President
Jeannine Hudson.
The academic palms, Chevalier
des Palmes Academiques in French,
were established by Napoleon I to
honor scholars and educators.
Senninger received the Knighthood
of the Academic Palms in 1974.
A UNM professor since 1960,
Senninger is the hororary Consul of
France in Albuquerque. She is a
native of Paris and graduated from

the University of Texas and the including ''Le Menteur''
by
Sorbonne in Paris.
Carneille, "Le Mensonge" by
Senninger is co-director of the Nathalie Sarraute and "Le Temps
french Summer School of New Sauvage" by French-Canadian
Mexico at Taos and has been an playwright Anne Hebert.
officer of the state chapter of the
American Association of the.
Teachers of French and the Where can I go if I want in·
Alliance Franca·ise d' Albuquerque.
formation on services for the
She is the author of numerous handicapped? Affirmative Action
articles for professional journals Office, 1700 Las Lo.mas NE, x
and has directed French plays for 5251.
the UNM Experimental Theater
Where can I gQ if I want' information on women's issues?
Women's Center, 1824 Las Lomas
NE, x3716.

Representative

Bill W('cluer

Undia Wisem11n usus gr11vity to h&lp stop the ble&dlng &fter
don&ting on& of ths 39 pints collectad by Unittld Blood Services
downst11lrs in ths SUB Thursdlly. "I've got 11 f11mlly &nd it's good to
know l'vs dons my shsre, "sh& said.

Joins Discussion

Weekend Special

Rep. Manuel Lujan Jr., R-N.M.,
will today join in an open
discussion of the. Guaranteed
Student Loan program.
The forum will be at noon in
room2401 of the law school.

New Computer Class Offered
Eric Maddy
Tlie Palomino Club
The Palomino Club, (2900 Coors
Blvd. NW), like many of the outof-the-way
night spots
in
Albuquerque, offers a relaxing
evening without some of the
problems found in the more
popular local night spots.
Seating was no problem,
probably because many people were
dancing to the Duke City All-Stars.
The· six-member band is fast
becoming one of the most popular
groups in the city, although Ridin'
Shotgun will be performing this
weekend.
Room on the dance noor was

her daughter thinks of as Dad.
They have blown all of his money in
a business failure and his mother
has had a stroke and is irt a home
which is awaiting payment .of its
bill.
If that's not enough, the army is
withholding his pay due to a
confession he has sigrted.
Pryor's performance is incredible, as the seri.ousness of the
matter unfolds, opening the tear
ducts, Pryor's hilarious reactions
trigger uncontrollable laughter.
What follows is .how an innocent
man !Jandles circumstances beyond
his control, sometimes in an unpredictable way.
Aside from superb acting, the
movie has a well developed plot
Which keeps the action flawing,
the film deserves its "R" rating
due to explicit langUage and a very
intimate love scene.
Some Kind of Hero is showing at
the Coronado IV Theatre, Far
North Theatre and Albuquerque
Six l>rive-In.

another matter. Many had to revert
to a new version of the "bump and
grind" and other· couples took to
dancing in the aisles.
Despite rumors to the contrary,
the crowd was friendly and the
service was good. Anyone worried
about security need not fear; it
seemed half of .the Albuquerque
Police Department was monitoring
the parking lot to stop any
·
problems.
Perhaps the crowd was in good
spirits because they were served
some of the strongest mixed drinks
in Albuquerque, or m'!)'be it was
the older .crowd just rebeved that a
weekend away from work was
finally upon them.
Regular hours at the Palomino
Club are Monday through Thursday 6 p.m. to 2 a.m., with Happy
Hour from 6 to 8 p.m., and Friday
and Saturday 4 p.m. to 2 a.m., with
a 4 to 7:30 p.m. Happy Hour. A
special Happy Hour band, Full
Circle, plays only on weekends
beginning at 5:30p.m.
brink specials include two-for·
one and 35-cent well drinks for
ladies during happy hour. A
spokesman for the club also said
Monday's from 8 to 10 p.m. is 25·
cent draft beer, Wednesday from 8
to 10 p.m. is two-for-one on all
drinks, and all night Thursday
'Margaritas' are 60 cents.•

SMALL
ads
are
seen
call277-5656
and find cut about
being seen in the
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The College of Engineering will computer peripherals, what they
be offering an introductory course can do and what they cost.
in personal computers in the fall
The computer language BASIC,
semester.
one of the most common small
Small home micorcomputers are computer languages, will be taught
becoming increasingly popular. in the course.
PrOfessor Peter Dorato, chairman
The course is for non-computer
of the electrical and computer experts and provides an op·
engineering department, says that port\inity to develop same basic
in addition to the usual games that computer literacy. No previous
can be played on microcomputers, computer background is required.
these "home" computers can be Intermediate algebra will suffice for
used for word processing, budget mathematical background. Hands
keeping, mailing lists and graphics.
on experience with microcomputer
systems will be stressed.
The course provides an inThe course is Engr. 340.
troductio.n to home computers, and

99c

-WIPP----continll&d from /Nfgs1
administration, there is a need to
pass on a vast storehouse of
knowledge regarding the project. A
permanent · independent office
whose members' Serve staggered
terms would help to eliminate this
problem.''
The proposal also caiis for the
elimination of tlie office July 1,
1989, unless extended by the
Legislature.
Otts said the committee will
discuss the issue in the rtext few
months, but could not take
definitive action Thursday because
its budget and work plart have !lot
been approved by the Legislative
Service,
a
legal
Courtcil
requirement.
Regarding the current status of
the WIPP project, Goldstein said
state and Department of Energy
officials are at odds over a DOE
proposal to drill a: horizontal tutlllel
northward about 2000 feet below
the surface.
An agreement between the two
requires DOE to bore three small

holes northward, and Goldstein
said the state still wants those holes
drilled. The purpose of both the
holes and the tunnel arc to
determine if any problems exist in
the formation where the waste
would be stored.
In a related matter, WlPP
project mana~er Joe McG?ugh said
tests on a brule pocket discovered
about a .mile north of the storage
area have been delayed due to
increasing pressure in a test well.
Last year, the DOE discovered
the brine about 3000 feet below the
surface and began a series of tests
011 it to determine if it would have
any impact on the proposed storage

site.
·The well - dubbed WIPP .12 was closed earlier tldsyear and the
DOE planned to conduct more tests
on it beginning April IS. But
because the pressure oli the well has
not stabilized and is stillll!o~nting,
Mcoough said those tests Will haye
to be postponed, perhaps tdl
sometime in May.
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Sports

Arts·
The Godfather of Soul

Lobo Net Teams
At Las Cruces,
Texas for Matches

Comes to the Duke City
. "James Brown? James Brown.''
It's been a long time. The
memories are vague. But I can still
remember the most obvious things.
The TV shows; this wild eyed
blackman, screaming and wailing,
the sweat a glisteping sheen. that
highlighted the face, stained the
jumpsuit. Papa's Oot a Brand New

Bag. Sex Machine. I Feel Good.

.j.
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The songs were fast and brassy, the
voice, strained. and ragged. The
man would not stay still, knee
drops, one root swivels, running
leaps, enpugh energy in that squat
muscular body to single-handedly
power the whole of the soul, electric
generation.
Always at the end of the performance, an aide would come out
of the wings, throw a cape around
"Mr. Brown's" shoulders and
hustle him off the stage, And
inevitably, at the wings he'd break
•away, running back to center stage,
a long wail trailing every leap, go
down to his knees in an earthshaking drop and commence to
blow the speaker right out of my
parents' RCA Victor stereo/T.V.
console,
It's been a long time since the
"Godfather of Soul" was last
hustled off in a trail of sweat ,and
ermine tails, a long time.
I was 13 years old when I first
heard of James Brown. He was a
legend in his own time, Soul
Brother Number One, seventeen
hits in a row and 66 weeks on the
charts with the Live at the Apollo
album.
At that time it didn't seem like
anything could stop the man. But
the road to the top was as rough as
it was glamorous. Brown dropped
from the scene with a plumment
that should have shattered the star
into cosmic dust.
Brown dissappeared into a tangle
of legal difficulties, tax evasion,
payola accusations, black-white
socio-political tensions and an
unpopular alliance with the Nixon
administration.
Brown went into seclusion. He
moved from New'York to his 62aere ranch in South Carolina,
worked on salvaging his second
marriage and raising his two
daughters and three surviving. sons.
Brown's eldest son was killed in a
car accident in upstate New York.
Little was heard of Brown in the
past eight years, that is, until John
Belushi and Dan Aykroyd offered
him a role in The Blues Brothers.
The role, as a minister, and the
resulting gold album, reminded a
lot of people that James Brown
was, and still is, the Godfather of

boundries of race and color.
Club owners begll11 approaching
Brown with offers of gigs in clubs
that ha.d
been
presenting
predominantly new-wave and postpunk acts. The debt to the soul
influence was being repaid in full,
and at just the right time,
Dance music is making a
comeback, after the. over indulgences of the techno-gonad,
extended guitar and drum solo,
school of heavy metal, the music
audiences were .ready to salvage
their eardrums in favor of shin
splints and pulled ligaments.
This is the age of the body
beautiful and what better way to
strut your stuff than out on the
dance floor. And what" better
example to move to than the m'lster
of flash and sweat himself, James
Brown.
Well, the man is back, not only
on the stage but the turntable as
well. Brown has just come out of
the studio with a new alburn on
Island Records, Nonstop. It was
recorded in the Bahamas with
members of his original Soul
Review and band members from
Bob Marley's Wailers and Jimmy
Cliff's back up.
I haven't heard anything from
the album. In fact, my sources are
unsure if it's even out yet. But
don't let that stop you. James
Brown is back, and papa's got an
even newer bag of tricks, I'm sure.
The people at Big River
Productions are bringing Brown to
Albuquerque. And .in my opinion
this low-profile organization is
taking some of biggest chances and
bringing in some of the hottest acts
ever to scorch the stages of laidback New Mexico.
If you were at the Blasters/Joe
Ely show at the Golden Inn on
Tuesday, you know what I mean.·
Big River took a loss on that show,
which is unfortunate. But you never
would have known from the
audience that poured out on the
floor to twist itself into all manner
of perverse contortions.
If soul music isn't your bag,
check out the show
the Golden
Inn this Saturday when Big River
brings in Huey Lewis and the News
along with local favorites The

at

Planets.

The University of New Mexico
men's and women's tennis teams
will be on the road this weekend
·playing three matches each.
The Lobo men's team began a
road swing pitting them against
three of the top tennis tewns in the
country.
The Lobos played 19th-ranked
Texas A&M Thursday at College
Station, Texas.
The
tenth-rankecl
Texas
Longhorns are New Mexico's
opponent today. Monday they will
play against Texas Christian
University. TCU is ranked eighth.
The Lobo women netters are
taking part in the five-team
Roadrunner Collegiate Classic at
Las Cruces today and tomorrow,
Helen Horn's Lobos will join
North Texas State University, Rice,
Oral Roberts and the Aggies in the
two-day tournament.
The Lobos begin play with an
8:30 a.m. match against Oral
Roberts today, At 2 p.m. they go
up against Rice, then play North
Texas State on Saturday.
Amy Holloway, Laura Roybal,
Susanne Kloster, Leslie Roybal,
Adrienne Maloof, Sylvia Dorato
and Vicki Warner will compete for
the Lobos. Horn's Lobos are 7-10
for the season.
Hamilton will rely on Tony
Richey, Steve Otero, Sam Rivera,
Two UNM students t11ke pllrt In 11n lntr11muml softbe/1 g11ms Curtis Neeld, Andy Meikle, Andy
Thursd11y aftsrnoon Bt Johnson Flsld. lntmmura/ softb111/ games ere Dora to and Joe Rajunas against the
played at 3:30p.m. svery afternoon.
Lobos' Texas opponents. New
Mexico is 6-10 on the season.

Cheerleaders for '82-83 School Year Picked
' .•

Eight women have been chosen
as cheerleaders for the 1982-83
school year at the University of
New Mexico.
Cathy Hendrickson, from the
Student Activities Center, said the
eight were chosen from a total of 23
girls who participated in the tryouts
held March 30-31.
Cheerleaders for next year are;
Gina Duncan, who is on this year's
squad, Lisa Pfanenstiel, Bernice
Estrada and Angela Moraga all
from Albuquerque, Joy Tucker
from Las Cruces, Gerri Lopez from
Carlsbad, Yvette Baca from Las

I have to admit to a certain

partiality towards soul music. I
grew up with the stuff. I'm no
expert, but to .coin a phrase, "I
know what I like.''
There was nothing before, or
after, to compare with the sheer
energy of James Brown coming out
ofthat black and white screen.
The man was clearly crazed,
inspired by some driving force that
Soul.
only he could comprehend, and I
The resurgent interest in the could only stand in awe of. Well, I
rhythm and blues, as weU as the suggest that if you're interested in
soul sound, was another driving more shows of this caliber coming
force that brought Brown out of his to the Duke City, that you get up
pastoral semi-retirement.
off of that thing and buy a ticket to
New music was turning to older theshow.
'
dance forms to derive its sound
James Brown and His Ten-Piece
from and James Brown was one of Soul Review, who still get fined for
the original sources of soul-coated missing notes and wearing imrhythm and blues. He attracted the proper attire, will be at Graham
attention of a new generation of Central Station Thursday, April 1S
musicians.
at 9 p.m. Tickets are kind of steep,
Brown wasn't the only master in 10 bucks, but worth every dollar.
demand. Old-time favorites like
Sam and Dave, Booker T. and the
MGs, The Temptations and Aretha
Where can I go II I want legal
Franklin, were performing in all of advice on civil cases? Clinical Law
the major cities.
Department, Bratton Hall 3228, x
The disco-punk crossover of the 5265.
late seventies had mutated such acts
as the Contortions and the Talking Where can I go If I want on•campus
Heads, musicians as diVerse as housing? UNM Housing Office, La
Blondie, Donna Summers, Grand Posada Hall201,x 2606.
Master Flash, the B-52's, the Tom
tom Club and .Rick James were Where can I go If I want married
paying lip service to a communal student housing? UNM H'ousing
sound that crossed · over all Office, La Posada Hall 201, x 2606.

What has generally been considered as the best single day
performance in track history?
On May 2S, 1935 Jesse Owens
turned in what many consider the
best performance by a track athjete,
when he set four world records on
that day.
Owens set a world record in the
220-yard dash with a 20.3 docking,
ran the 220-yard low hurdles in 22.6
seconds, long jumped 26 feet 8!4
inches and tied the 100-yard dash
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Lobo Diamond Teams
In Weekend Twinbills
It will be two different stodes
this weekend for the University
of New Mexico Lobo baseball
and women's softball tewns.
Coach Vince Cappelli's Lobes
will try to keep up their winning
ways today in El Paso when they
take on UTEP in a twinbill. The
Lobes, 24-14 on the season, and
the 20-12 Miners will play
another
doubleheader
tomorrow.
On the other hand, the UNM
women's softball team will try to
get back on the winning track
when they host Utah State today
in a twinbill at Lobo Softball
Field,
Cappelli's Lobos are hot,
having swept three grunes from
New Mexico State last weekend.
New Mexico has won 12 of their
last 13 games.
The picture is not so bright for
Susan Craig's women's softball
team.
Injuries have decimated the
team this year, and the team is
currently in the midst of a 10game losing streak.
Craig's Lobos will host Idaho

State on Saturday in another
twinbill.
Against
Wyoming last
weekend, Kathy Dyer suffered a
fractured finger, while Bobbie
Smith split her hand in Saturday's game ag11inst Northern
Colorac!o. The cut required
stit~hes. Smith will be out ten
days.
These on top of other injuries
have depleted the Lobos who are
4-16 on the season.
Barry Brunek.ant leads the
Lobo plate attack with a healthy
.458 average, and leads the team
in RBI's with 38. The pitching
corps is led by Dave Steinberg's
5·0 record and Jim Sharpe's 5-3
record, Steinberg has 1,54
earned run average.
The Lobos will be back in town
Sunday to play their annual
exhibition baseball game against
the Albuquerque Dukes. The
Dukes are the defending Pacific
Coast League Champions.
Game time is I p.m. at the
Sports Stadium. There is a $2
admission charge for adults, $1
for children. UNM students can
get in for $1.

Survival For the Desk Sitter
Back Awareness Class
DATES: Tuesday, April 13 & 20th, 1982-7:30-9:00 p.m.
UNM Student Health Center • Room 234 - Second Floor
Dealing wlth
bnd desire.

•.!. ••

Vegas and Ruby Ann Esquibel terview were equally weighted in the
from Bloomfield.
judges decisions.
Hendrickson
said
UNM
Hendrickson said the girls were
chosen by a panel of judges made cheerleaders do more than just
up of UNM faculty, coaches and cheering at athletic events, and they
ex-cheerleaders. All girls had to go spend much time raising funds and
through a physical tryout made up promoting the University.
"It's good public relations for
of three parts, and a personal inthe University," Hendrickson said.
terview, Hendrickson said.
"They're like ambassadors, for the
The tryout consisted of a school, they're so visible.''
mandatory cheer that all the girls
The new cheerleaders must
had to do, a cheer made up by each maintain a 2.0 GPA to stay on the
girl and a porn porn routine.
squad.
Hendrickson said the squad will
Hendrickson said both the
physical tryout and personal in- be attending cheerleading camps
and devoting a large amount of
time practicing over the summer.

Make the most of your good looks
with.
BAUSCH & LOMB
soft contact lenses
Eyeglass wearers .•. take your
eyes out of hiding. Feel confident
again. Let your natural beauty
shine through. You'll love the way
Bausch & Lomb soft contact lenses
give you a whole new look on life.
And they're water-drop soft and
comfortable, too! Call for your fitting appointment today.
More people wear Bausch &
Lomb soft contact lenses than all
other brands of soft contact lenses
"'combined!

CONTACT LENS FI'ITING FEES:

record with a 9.4 second performance.
Owens went on to star in the 1936
Olympics and was later voted as the
athlete of the half-century for 19001950.

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
PSYCH • GIIE 810 • MAT
GMAT • OAT • OCAT • PCiiT
VAT· SAT· CPA • TOEFL
MSKP • NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NDB • NPB I • NLE

~.fl.MPUIN

Where can I go If I want child care?
UNM Child Care Co-op, Mesa
Vista Hall, x 3365.

$210- Soft Spherical Contact LENS (Polymacon)•
S300- Soft Toric Contact Lens for Astigmatism <Bulfilcon)•
$350- Soft Extended Wear <Bulfilcon)•
•Complete Price lndudes;
Visual Analysis • Glaucoma Testing • Fitting and Dispensing of
Contact Lens •.Initial Chemical Care Regime
• Patient Care and Follow-up Care of Contact Lens • Sales Tax

DR. ROBERT H. QUICK

EDUCATIONAl CENTER

Test Prepara1itln S!leclallsts
Since 1938

For.

Please ball:

Gameworld ••• Easter Special

6 Games $1.00
All Day Sunday
10am·10pm

247·4120

•

•

>

'

,,

·•f

Across from UNM
next to Don Pancho's

..
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New Mexico Daily Lobo
Classified Advertisin,g
131 Marron, Hall
1. Personals
FINEST S~;u;(CTION Ot' unique and traditional
gold wedding sets. c:1arli~ Romero Jewelers', 293~/10

6901.

ACCURAn; INFOHMATION ABOUT con·
traceplion, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose.
294-0171.
tfn
I'HEGNA.NCY TESTING & COUNSF.LING, Phone
247-9819.
tfn
CONTACTS-I'OUSIIING, SOI.UTJONS casey
Opticnl Company on Lomas]Ust west ofWashington.
tfn
Wt: BOT OISTHJIIUTOHS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $S4.50 (regular S65.00), Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Mcnaul N, E., across from LaBelles.
tfn
ONI.Y S2.3S. TWO farm-fresh eggs, two homemade
chemical free sausage pauies, two slices of toast, free
green chili. Open 7 a.m. Morning Glory Cafe. Corner
of Girard, Central and Monte Vista268-7()4().
tfn
$5 IIUYS DEST TIP of the week. Daily Lobo will pay
$5 for the best news tip we receive every week.
Sources can remain confidential, but Editor must
have your name to pay winner. 277·~656, ask for
NcwHoom.
tfn
CHINES~; IIUFFI\T. CIIEAPI All you· can eat.
Lunch $3.45, Supper S4.50, Sunday Brunch $3<45.
Jao.J"o's l'Jace, 5000 Central Ave. SE.
tfn
l'ASSI'OHT PHOTOS. I.OWE..5T prices! Pleasant
pictures! 123 Wellesley SE corner Silver. Please call
first. 265·1323.
tfn
JUMI' INTO SPIUNGI Skydive. Classes April Jrd,
17th. Call831·591 1.
4/15
FnE~; MONIW t'OR students. ACt now for fall
semester. For information, write computex. ACS,
Suite 21 I, 160 Wa~hington SE, Albuquerque, NM

4nl

~WL

t'OnMING ACOUSTIC llANO, Need lmprol'.!
woodwinds, percussion. CalJohn293-3229.
4/20
MARTI': GIVE Mt: a chance, you won't be sorry)
Ciucss who,
419
H~:AUTIFUL KITTENS NEED good horne. We
already have too many pets. Please help these three
lovely kiuys!! Call888·3167,
4/14
STEVE CHAVEZ, .FORIIIERLY of Joseph's the
Salon, announces his association with Hair We Are
2316 Central, SE, Special Ei\Sy care haircuts for
Spring, 20 percent off. ExplresAprl117, 1982. . 4/14
m:Y SUS If:! 1 GUESS what today is? It is your
birthday! Have a happy 19th1 1 From all your
friends.
4/9
m:wAnt:t TilE WILLIE haters are multiplying!
May 15th is the day!.
4/9

2. Lost & Found
I.OST: Sllt:l'llt:HIJ CHOSS: • Male, black/tan,
hlcdium·sized, with collar and tagS. East of UNM.
~eward, 265-2150.
4112
•·ouNo: YOUNG FEMAI.E gray tabby cat near
TV!. On Saturday, Apr. 3, Ca11243·0309,
4/12
CLAIM YOUH LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
8;00 a.m. to4:00 p.m. dally.
ttn

3. Services
ClUITAn LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs nne.!
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
26S·3315.
tfn
TYPING-PROFESSIONAL QUALITY pronto at
Kin~o/Pronto: TLC at no extra charge. We will edit.
KIP, 231i Central SE, across Central from Popejoy
Hall.
tfn

LOVELY WE:LL·DUILT H!JM~ near campus, .2100
SF· double garage, huge ~en, PP!.&l!Jie ~~r~room ,
$92,000 with good terms. Kay Diers. 299-0039. (;.F.
Williams266-7747.
4/14
LARGE 1 BEDROOM could b.e ~sed as 2 Ddr., off
meet par~ing, laundry facilities, $180/mo., $65
deposit, 242-6030 or 881-9004,
4/9
NICE ONE IIDHM. apt. UNM area, aU utilities paid,
furnished. Pine and Coal S.B. $235.00 month. Cal!
266-7000,
4/16

5. ForSale

.

4. Housing

299-4078

Jeff
Bingaman

Sl\Y YOUJt NOTICES here.
.tfn.
UNM BALLROOM DANCE Club's spring fprmal,
8:00· I 1:00, April 30th. Live Bailr(lom band and
refreshments provided. Inf\l. 865·7554, 88 (.3087,
247-1943.
4/30
INTRO, DACKI'AC!UNG <::LASS, begins May 3, 4
lectures, we~kend trip. For rnore jpformation call
Backwoods, 881·5223.
4/9
ASA GALI.ERY SOUTHWEST Regional Photo
Show. Opening reception Friday, April 9 at 7p.rn.
Everyone· invited, refreshment$ served. Basement
SUB, )lours 11-4, M-f.
4/9
TilE STUDENT VETERAN'S AssociatioJI Will hold
their meeting for the month of April on 4-13-82 at
7:00p.m. at the Child Care Co-pp, Mesa Vista Hall.
Guest speakers are senatorial candidates Jeff
Bingamall and Jerry Apodaca, We e~tend an Open
Invitation.
4/13
UNM STUDENT TRAINEHS Association presents a
talk by Dr, John F. Boyd co the injuries of the ankle.
Monday, 12. April at 7:30p.m, UNM South Complex
Training lloom.
4/ t 2
ATTORNEY GENERAL DINGAMAN, candidate
for U.S. Senate, will speak at the UNM. law school,
Monday April12, 12:30 pm Rm, 2401.
4/12
DINGAMAN CAMPAIGN VOLUNTEERS,
organizational meeting, Mqnday, April 12, Sub Rm
231·E, 3·~ pm All Welcome.
4/12

~~~\
J~Jk;ClTY
Special
2 slices

of cheezE! pizza & small soft drink,

1.25 + tax

good lhru 4·10·82

NOW SERVING
BEER & WINE
GoOd lor today only
l _______________
t27 Harvatd SE

TODAV'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
MONDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

US Senate

Monday, April 12
12:30 pm
UNM Law School
Rm 2401

Marron Hall,

ancl.fmmmli.<~m ttl l't~h•

9. Las N oticias

Wlragon

3ltice 5llSoob
lll 09 <Jotuner
trabe
OU\'

word, $1.00 minimum charge

Hiology

20•/oOFF HOOKS, records, baskets, etc, with lh.is ad
through APril to. lllrdsong. 106 Oirard SB.
4/9
BALLOONS! DALLOONS! HAVE a Bubbles the
Clowo !leliver a helium ball!>on bouquet for special
occasion. Birthda~s, anniverlaries, new baby and
special days, 292·0487.
4/13
<CREDIT CAitO DIFFICULTY? Master Card and
VISA Cards available to anyone. Cosigner not
needed. Legal, easy, an<! without credit checks. For
free Information write to: Innovative Financial
Services, 313 I Candelaria NE, Ste, .no. l 02,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87107.
4/13
ACROSS .FROM UNM 655 sq.ft. office space for
.lease. Call Larry or Dorthey, 265-9542, evenings, 881·
3974.
4/9
TIRED OF THE same old classes? It's not too late to
register at Freedom University. Call265·4286 now.
4/9

c:;overed ·

11 1 per word per day for five or more consecutive days

t Helll'c'l'll

PAHT·TIME JOD afternoons and evenings, Must be
21 years old, Apply in person, no phone calls please,
Saveway Liquor StPrcs M S704 Lomas NE, S5l6
Mcnaul NE,
tfn
OVEHSEAS, lfOUSTON, DALLASI $20,000 to
$50,000 possible. For job Information call: (i02-998·
0426, Dept. 0924, open Sundays.
4/29
JOII SEARCIIING TECHNIQUES, 4-hopr classes,
$(5. 265.7551.
4/9
JOD SEA(lCHING? 'fRY Job Opportunity llet·
term~nt Services, 265· 155 I.
·
4/9
IJOUSEKEEPE(l, IJABYSITTER, MON·FRI, only
3:30 to 6:!10. Two daughters 9 and H. Room and
11oard plus small salary, ref~renccs. 293·2392, 242444~.
4/9
SALESLADIES EAHN $3,000/mo. S~ll!ng
discontinued Ooorlnj! produ~ts at a substantial
s~vings to contractors, apartm~nts, developers.
Contact national carpet brokers, 242·444~. Neatness
a must.
4/9
EXCITINO POSITION IN busy office. Need part•
time secretary/runner, hours nexible. A\lto needed.
Send resume in confidence to: Assistant, P.O. box
3671' 87190.
4/9
ATTENTION: UNDERGRADUATES, ARE you
still looking for your summer worl<? Nal!lln.ally
known cornpnay interviewing students for summer
work program. How does $1,298 per month soound?
For interview appointment call888·S36i.
4/9
N.M. UNION catering service is looking for hardworking people. Flexible hours• .Apply N.M. Union
FoodServiceOffice.
4/12

7. Travel

Please ~lace the following classified advertisement in the New Mex1co Daily Lobo
---~ times{s) beginning
• under lhe heading (circle
one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found: 3. Services; 4. Hous1ng; 5. For
Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel; 8. Miscellaneous

per

8. Miscellaneous

FOR SALE: ALFALF-' $3.00 pet \>ale first, seq>nd,
and third c!!ttlnss. Will deliver Within a I 0 mile radius
for $3.50 per bale. Call873-0372.
4/30
STUI>F;NT CHAin--DESK combination, brand new,
265·75~1.
419
A-t TYPISTS· TERM papers, resumes 299-8970.
1972 VOLKSW i\GON BUS, Good overall condition.
4/30 New engine. $1800.822-0364.
419
PHOFFA'lSIONAL TYPING DY pnglish MAeditor. 73 DATSUN 240Z Auto, new paint, trans and
Vast e~pericnce with dissertations, papers, Editing brakes, Many other new parts, flm.offcr. Call Ed or
av:•ilnble. 266.9550,
4/12 Bill, 277-5280,
4/9
~ llOUn T\'PING, Call881-0628 after6pm, Jean.
MOTOHSCOOTER-..1979 VESPA Primavera l2Scc.
4/16 7Smpg, 1100 rnf. .Includes spare, rear rack and
PHOFF.SSIONAI, 1'Yl'ING, HEASONAIILE, helmets. $850. 293·1885.
4/9
Extensive secretarial experience. lBM Selectric 111. 1980 CHEVETTE, EXCELI.ENT condition. 4 door
299·6256 or 299-2676. Free pic~ up and delivery on hatchback with bucket seats. 3400.00, 821·6224, 881·
moH orders,
4121 0948.
4/9
GAHDENERS--STAHT EASY with Tim's tilling, BIANCHI SPECIAL t'OR sale, one month old,
Rototiiling, manure, clean-up. 268-6510.
400 many extras, paid $3SO, asking $250, Call after
VOLKSWt\GON REI'AIRS-111NE-UPS.. Call 6:00pm, 881-9386,
4/12
Jane, 24?.8609.
4/19 GOOD INVESTMENT: HERE'S one you can afTEN DOLI.ARS-HESUMES ·Ten Dollars. ford! Condominium-·Universi.ty Area, low down
Professional Company. 26S-75S I.
4/9 $202 moothly. Pool, Jacuul. Residence or rent. Great
4/12
HOHSEDACK RIDING LESSONS: Lear11 how to tax deduction! 242·63(0.
ride or better yourself, Experienced horseperson gives SCHWINN VARSITY, EXCELLENT condition. tolessons in We&tern English Jumping Driving. speed, 20-inch. Sl 10.00. 843-7090.
4/13
Jeanette, 299-9253.
4/9 AUCTION-GARAGE SALE· April !0, I I.a.rn.: MORE TIME THAN Money--secrets of leisurely,
reasonable travel abroad. Current information.
PROFF.SSIONAL EDITING. TI:nM papers, theses, draflsmans materials, e~tensive tools, men's clothes SS.g5, Ventures, llox 8220, Albuquerque, NM 87198.
dissertations, All subjects. Call Linda:. 281-1795,
(quality), household goods; 504 Morningside S.E.
4/12
4/20
4/9 WHITEWATER OJ\\' TRIPS. April3, 4, & 10.$25
QUALITY TYPING, LOMAS /Tramway area. 85 t'OLIIOT 2 ·MAN Kayac 17YI w/acces. $250, 265- per person. Wildwater Rafting Experiences. 266cents/page, 299·1355,
4/28 6398.
4/13 9721.
4/9
TYPEWHITER AND CALCULATOR repair or DRIGIJT RED VISTA sport 10 speed, Sugina Ma~y "BACK FHOM SPRING Break and ycar~ing to go
reconditioned of your machines. Discount of lj crank, Avocet saddle, lights, pump, waterbotlle,like again? Say it here,
tfn
percent to stud~nt ~n<,l faculty, a free ribbon with new, $185,2.43-6663,294-4467.
4113
each reconditioning. Metro Business Machines Inc. TREADLE SEWING MACHINE in unusual oak
9627 Mcoaul NE, 292-6224, hours: Monday- Fritlay cabinet $299. Collection of music boxes. Mission oak
8:00a.m.- 5:00p.m. Saturday9:00 a.m- 3:00p.m.
4/13
4/14 bureau $16S. 299·4078.
AAA FAST ACCUHAT&typing266-3953,
4/16 1978 VW .DASIJER Automatic Hatchback $3,800
Ca11842·5860,
4/9
1979 YAMAH-' DTI7S Enduro lluddy Pegs, book
rack, and s(reet equiped, To see call883·4478 ask for
Makers of Handmade
Scott.
4/9
Indian Jewelry
TilE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and 1YPEWRITERS, RECONDITIONED, IBM'S,
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes, l bedroom
OLD TO\IY~
other electrics, manuals, portables, new and used.
or efficiency, from $220. All utilities paid. Deluxe
Metro llusin~s Machines. No. 9627 Menaul NB. Ph.
kitchen Whh dishwasher and disposal, recreation
292-6224. Hours 8-5, M·l', Sat. 9-3.
4/14
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
Tl SILENT 700 printer with cables and extra paper.
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE . 243-2494. tfn
$300. Call William, 821-7007, evenings.
4/14
FOR nENT: EFFICIENCY apanment, 1410 Girard
KZ400S, 7000 MILES, extras $800 277-5716 2423lntiqu~
N.E., SIBS/mo., all utilities paid, SiOO security
4/9
deposit. Fully furnished-security locks and laundry 3862.
facilities. No children or pets. Please call before 6:00
91~
In the evening, 266·8392.
tfn
~en
A III.OCK TO UNM, one bedroom, dishwasher,
disposal, refrigerated air.. $240 includes swimming
pool, laundry facilities and utilities. 208.9 Columbia
SE. 255-2685.
4/9
Come hear
ONF~BEI>ROOM 5170 PER MONTH. Utilities
not included. No pets. Call293-1070 after 5:00p.m.
Attorney General
4/8
SUSAN IIEARD, THE UNM area specialist, has the
only Corrales adobe for less than SIOO,OOO. Also
severn! good deals. ncar· UNM. Call 256-3814 or
Walker-Hinkle Realty, 268-455!,
4/13
IIASEMENT EFFICIENCY IN our home, located
three blks. offCentralln Huning Highlands, separate
entrance, Si35frno, including ulilitics. 242-4944.
ACROSS
49 Alms seeker
4/9
1 Tater
53 Putrefy
FOn RENT! 116 Cornell SE 2 bdrm, l bath house.
Candidate for
5"--,a
57 Plow part
cali Larry or Dorthey, 265-9542 or eves, 881-3974.
58 Day's march
bone•.. "
4/14
9 Flavoring
59 Itemize
MOTHER AND D-'UGHTI:R need a roommate to
share expenses in large luxury townhouse in Academy
14 Beverage
61 Bath's river
speak on
acres. Please send your name and number to: P.O.
15 Hindu tutor
62 Atmospheres
antitrust laws
Box865,Atbuquer(ltie, NM 87103.
4/14
63 Travel agts.
16 Drum call:
CAMPUS COMP-'CT APARTMENTS: 215 Yale
prisM reform, WIPP,
Var.
gp.
Blvd. SEat. Lead. Studio Apts. near stores and UNM
and other issues
17 Monogram
64 Touchy
$185 per month. Free utilities, $130 deposit, 6 month
part: Abbr.
65 Franzlease. No children, pets, or roommates. See manager
at Apt. 2 orcall243·62i0 evenings or 883-5940. 4/13
18 Old radio
66 Obstacle
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17<

6. Employment

& Uc•:Jmuloi

union
19 Once more
20 Porch
22 Predicts
24 Verse
26 Carries on
27 Plant genus
29 Doze
30 Hard drink
33 Land masses
37 Erudite
38 Staggering
39 Letter
40 Charms
411ndecent
42 Eeriness
44 Parcel
45 Thai tongue
46 Affirmative
47 Florida city

67 Potpourri
DOWN
1 - cheese
2 Equine
3 Liaison
4 Exploded
5 Turkish
noble
6 Sandpiper
7 Highway sign
8 Sureties
9 Declared
10 Attendants
11 Type style:
Abbr.
12 Whorl
13 Periods
21 Danger
23 Self-esteems

25 Cask
28 Toronto or
Chicago
30Vex
31 Employs
32Jumble
33 Shout
34 Mount: Pref.
35 Salamander
36 Society page
word
37 Stemware
40 Cables

42 Bivouac
43 Beer parlor
45 Weakest
47 Gemstone
48 Oriental
50 Dance
51 Love
52 Renovate
53 Transaction
54 Fancy case
55 Coupes
56 This:Sp.
60 Label

